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Introduction models (HMM) are based on continuous speech recognition
The first inequality detennines the number of rejections and the second determines the number of false alarms. The h4L training of R I and a g [1,2] does not always assure the above inequalities. Even the on-line garbage modelling technique [4] could achieve low rejection rates at the expense of increased false-alms. Inequality * (4) also shows that garbage models cannot reduce rejection and false-alarm rates simultaneously, because, tf we try to reduce P(O'lR to achieve a lower rejection rate (inequality l), this would also Keyword spotting (KWS) using (CSR) algorithms [ 1, 2] where HMMs are used to model both f&e-alarms (inequality and vice-versa. Thus both the keyword speech and non-keyword speech (comprising of rejection and false-alarm rates can be improved O d Y bY background speech and non-speech sounds). The performance increasing the separation between P(0'IR ,) and of these methods rely heavily on the performance of nonkeyword speech models also known as "garbage" models. It P O B R which shows that garbage models are not crucial has been shown [1, 2] that by explicitly training garbage for improving the performance of keyword spotters. Based on HMMs to model the entire background environment, the these arguments we propose a new technique of keyword performance of tlie keyword spotting system can be improved. spotting without garbage models.
In most cases, garbage and keyword HMMs are connected as a network of H M M s and frame synchronous network (FSN) 
Duration Modelling
The above algorithm can be visualized as searching T~ reduce tl,e bias of the log Viterbi probability for short for a keyword within a window of observation sequence for observation lengths a word duration penalty is introduced. each keyword model. The window is slided across the entire observation sequence. This is shown in Figure 3 . The size of
The mean mi and variance 0; , 1 I i I &f ~ of the duration the window is determined by dimin and d y , 1 I i 5 M .The of each keyword K j ,1 I i I 1c.I are obtained from the training data. We fit a probability distribution ,D i. using the mean search limits dim" and d,"" , 1 5 i 5 hf are set at and variance as parameters. Gamma distribution is used as the probability density function, which has a range from By restricting the search within dimin and d,"" we d = 0 to 00, d being the duration random variable. The eliminate all garbage sequences outside this range from Gamma density falls off quite Sl1aarplY to 0 as d decreases to causing false alarms. For sequences within the allowed limit, 0, whereas it goes asymptotically to 0 as d tends to 00. The the contrast between keyword and garbage is achieved by the word duration penalty, log pd (I2 -t, I D i ) in equation ( j) Viterbi probability and the upriori duration weightage incorporated in the score. Thus, this method improves the removes the bias of the log Viterbi probability for short separation between P( 0' I I ,) and P ( 0 1 2 , ) .
length sequences without affecting the higher length from the observation sequence being negative, this bias can be reduced by 8. i i + 1, go to Step 3 for 2 5 i 5 h f , M being the number
its starting ( r ;
properly the log Viterbi Probability for for each keyword is estimated apriori using Baye's Minimum sequences significantly. This can be seen from Figure 2 , which plots the time normalized log Viterbi probability (a) and the score S, (t, , t , ) (b) for the same values of t, (= 43) and t2 and for the same keyword model and for the same keyword utterance. From the figure 2(a), for the log Viterbi probability with time normalization there is a local maxima for tZ = 73 (which is the correct ending point ) but, tlus maxima is overshadowed by a maxima for a much short duration, for t2 = 56 (duration being 14 observation symbols).
It can be seen from the figure 2(b) that the score, S, ( t i , t 2 ) suppressed the spurious short duration peak and the maxima at t2 = 73 is kept unaltered. Thus the word duration penalty,
Experiment
Experiments are conducted on a ten keyword database ( Indian city names, with at most one keyword per sentence ),
with each keyword modelled with a 5 state LR discrete HMM.
Feature vector includes 10 weighted cepstral coefficients, energy, ratio of residual energy and zeroeth autocorrelation coefficient, zero crossing rate and delta energy. Vector quantization is done using a 256 size codebook designed using LBG algorithm. The recognition results and duration statistics are shown in Table - 
Algorithm
The complete algorithm is described
It can be seen from Table -3 
